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ABSTRACT
The goal of this demo is to perform real-time object classification and artwork recognition using a wearable device, to
improve user experience during a museum visit by providing
contextual information and performing user profiling. We
propose the use of a compact CNN network that performs
object classification and artwork localization and, using the
same CNN features, we perform a robust artwork recognition. Shape based filtering, artwork tracking and temporal
filtering further improve recognition accuracy.
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INTRODUCTION

Figure 1: Feature extraction procedure for an artwork detection on a single convolutional feature
map.

The goal of this work is to implement a real-time computer
vision system that can run on wearable devices to perform
object classification and artwork recognition, to improve the
experience of a museum visit through understanding the interests of users. Object classification helps to understand
the context of the visit, e.g. differentiating when a visitor is
talking with people, or just wandering through the museum,
or if he is looking at an exhibit that interests him. Artwork
recognition allows to provide automatically information of
the observed item or to create a user profile based on what
and how long a user has observed artworks.

2.

The network is designed taking inspiration from GoogleNet
inception modules, which exploits 1×1 convolution to reduce
the dimensionality and the amount of computation.
Given a convolutional feature map, computed after a set of
non-linear transformations, the final Fully Connected (FC)
layer for each of the evaluated windows generate a bounding
box and a vector of class probabilities. After remapping
this |C| × |B| × 5 tensor to a set of windows, non-maximal
suppression is applied to get rid of redundant detections.
We fine-tuned the network to recognize artworks and people using our publicly available dataset1 . The CNN features
computed for classification are then used to recognize specific artworks, e.g. to provide informations through an automatic audio guide, and to understand users behaviours and
interests, based on how long an artwork is observed.

THE SYSTEM

We base our wearable computer vision system on the YOLO
[1] algorithm. To adhere to the real-time requirement on a
NVIDIA Jetson TK1 board, we use an architecture derived
from the Tiny Net proposed by authors of [1].
YOLO has an interesting structure since it combines recent advancements in deep convolutional neural network design with the novel idea of dealing with object detection as
a regression problem.
∗

2.1

Artwork recognition

To obtain a lightweight but descriptive visual feature to
perform artwork recognition we re-map artwork detections
onto convolutional feature maps and apply a global maxpooling (Fig. 1). Consider our network architecture in Fig. 2.
Layers on the left are high-resolution and very correlated
with low-level image features, while layers on the right end
are low-resolution, highly semantic representation of the image content. We use feature maps 3 and 4, for a descriptor
of size 768, obtained concatenating the max-pooled tensors
extracted from the rescaled regions.
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2: Our network architecture, with tensor size and layer numbering.
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We avoid recognizing detected artwork which are evaluated to be too distant to be of interest. Not having any
camera calibration we rely on a simple heuristic comparing
the artwork bounding box area with the frame area:

6.3.1

Scelta dei layers per recognition

wbb hbb
>α
(2)
WH
where W H is the frame area and wbb and hbb are bounding box width and height respectively, and α is a threshold
(Fig. 3). In our experiments we obtained the best results for
α = 0.05, that allows to reduce false recognitions by 50%
w.r.t. not using the heuristic, at the cost of introducing a
small number of missed recognitions.
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